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Comparison Between SRAM SEE Cross-Sections From Ion Beam Testing With Those
Obtained Using A New Picosecond Pulsed Laser Facility
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Abstract for cross section plots. 'Me laser pulse array is normally

A new pulsed laser facility has been developed to extend uncorrelated with feature periodicities on the microchip die.

laser testing techniques to generate upset cross-section curves.
The objective has been to establish an economical laser-based INSTRUMENT
bulk screening capability for SEE susceptibility. CONTROL

SYSTEM MEMORY TEST

1. INTRODUCTION SYSTEM

Work conducted in the US laboratories of NRL [I], 21, 41 CCD CAMERA
and the Aerospace Corporation 3] since the late 1980's has MONITOR
established the practicality of using focussed picosecond laser PICOSECOND MIC
pulses to simulate single event upset and latchup effects. A ROSCOPE NANOSTEP
new facility has been established in the UK in the past year PULSED ND-YAG F' ASSEMBLY XYZ
with the aim of extending these techniques to calculate single LASER S

event effect cross-section curves for memory devices and other
susceptible components. It has been a further aim of this
project sufficiently to automate this process as to make the
facility a fast and inexpensive alternative to ion beam ACTIVELY DAMPED OPTICAL BENCH
experiments for the general screening of large numbers of Figure 1: Diagram of the new facility.
device types. The facility has been operational since December
1998 and some initial calibration exercises against ion beam
testing using SRAM components have been completed. This is PICOSECONUND-YAG
an account of the results and an assessment of the

MICROperformance, capabilities and limitations of the new facility.

IL DESCRIPTION

The major sub-systems of the Single Event Radiation
Effects i Electronics Laser (SEREEL) facility are outlined in
Figure I and a photograph of the facility is shown in Figure 2.

This laser system has been designed to be capable of
delivering large numbers of pulses across a microchip die
under computer control, so as rapidly to generate upset and
latchup cross-section curves, in order to provide an efficient
screening, tool for SEE susceptibility. It generates an array of
pulsed laser ionisation tracks over a selected area of a die to
simulate an SEE ion beam test. The array is generated by
sweeping the die back and forth along a number of rows in the Figure 2 The new Single Event Radiation Effects in
focal plane of the microscope objective and stepping the die in Electronics Laser facility.
the normal direction at the end of each sweep as the laser beam Laser pulse energy at the microchip die, which is
is pulsed at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The fineness of the array approximately proportional to LET, is varied using neutral
can be ajusted by altering the sweep speed (X direction) and density filters and an adjustable polariser.

the step ize (Y direction). Typically, arrays of 20 x 50 (1000 Each focused laser pulse produces a column of ionisation
pulses) have been used for preliminary investigations while through the silicon penetrating to a depth of hundreds of
arrays of 100 x 100 (10000 pulses) provide more accurate data micrometres. The width is diffraction limited to about the
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wavelength of the laser light (1.064jim). (It should be noted values ilects the technological viations between thew
that the passivanon oxide is largely tniuisparent to the low SRAM's, which are several generation apart in their designs.

light, so the spot is focussed onto the aual surface of the

silicon and thickness variations in the oxide are of little V. ACCURACY OF LASER TESTING
consequence.) During pulsing of the selecte aea any wors n
the contents of die mmory cells am recorded. The tests am One limitation of the laser is that the metallisation tracks

repeated for a range of energies sufficient to define the knee of will not allow laser light to penetrate into silicon and could

the cross-section curve. shadow some sensitive area However, fature size reduction

The automation of the system enables an array of 100 X is aeliorating this problem since diffraction and diffusion

100 pulses to be delivered in 20 minutes with minimal effem can transport eergy under thin metallisation tracks.

supervision making upset cross-sections as small as a raction Smaller feature sizes ay require smaller spot sizes, but this
can be achieved by using shorter wavelength laser light, albeit

10-4 of the -area of the microchip resolvable. he aim has been with some loss of enetration. Another problem is &

to extend laser testing techniques so as to establish an dependence of laser light absorption upon dopant

industrial scale screening facility catering for large numbers of concentrations, although this is modest unless the
components, since such a system has many cost advantages concentrations are unusually high.
over ion beam sources. It will, however, remain necessary to
calibrate laser pulse energy against LET using ion beam testing These problems will prevent a precisely accurate

at regular intervals for each device technology. calibration of laser pulse energy against equivalent LET.
However, in practice the correlation between pdicted error

1111. LASER TESTING rates from ion beam testing and actual observed rates in space
is usually ucertain b about factor of three (Ms is mainly

Initial calibration of the laser facility against ion beam due to a compromise between cost and accuracy, since better

testing has been performed using the IDT6116 and the Hitachi agreement can be achieved if sufficient cam is taken.)

HM628512 SRAM's. Delidded samples of the dies were pulsed Therefore laser testing is viable as a screening technique,

at a range of energy levels from 100 pJ up to 4 0. As energy provided the errors it introduces are smaller than this, which

increased the number of errors was observed to increase appears to be the case.

steeply, then to saturate. Figures 3 and 4 show a graphs of the Crow section data for the IDT611 I 6 (ion Beam vs Laser)

cross-section of the microchips for upset at various laser pulse LASER PULSE ENERGY (W)
energies. This is defined as the number of memory errors
multiplied by the area of the laser pulse array (equal to the area 0i5 1i5

E 1.OOE.01 J
of the microchip) divided by the number of laser pulses. it *rZWV-1-_1W1__-_-,-_,-_

c 1.00E-02 - 4
The HM628512 also exhibited latchup at pulse energies of -2 Ion Bea

1. I nJ and above. 1.00E-03 - Laser
1.OOE-04 -

IV. ION BEAm TESTING 1.0DE-05 . . . . . .

The ion beam tests on the IDT6116 were performed at the 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 9o 1 oo

Brookhaven Van de Graaff facility using 170 MeV Bromine LET (MeV4mg1cni2))
ions, 82 MeV Chlorine ions, 40 MeV Oxygen ions and 16 Figure 3: Comparison of Laser and ion beam test results for the

MeV Boron ions; this produced LET values of 38, 13.5. 5.0 IDT6116 SRAM.
and 323 MeV mg- I cm 2 respectively. The cross-sections for Cross section data for ft HM628512 (ion Beam vs Laser)

LASER PULSE ENERGY JaJi
upset at these LET's have been superimposed on Figure 3 by 1 2 3 4
assuming a best fit linear scaling factor between laser pulse 1 - -....... A ............... & ................................. 86

energy and LET. This scaling factor gives equivalence ............

between an LET of 60 MeV mg-I cm 2 and a laser pulse energy E 0.1

of I nanojoule. LATCHLIPI I THRESHOLD # LASER

T'he ion beam tests on the HM628512 device were 0.01

performed at the CYCLONE HIF facility usini ions with n ICNS
LETs of 14.1, 28.2, 55.9 and 11 1.8 MeV mg- CM2. ,is 0.001I
device also occasionally latched up at 55.9 MeV mg" cm2, but

2
not at 28.2 MeV mg" cm - The best fit scaling factor in this 0.0001
case is 27 MeV Mg.1 CM2 per nanojoule. a 20 40 00 OD 100 120

Both scaling factors are approximately in line with LET(MOVI(M91CM2))

theoretical calculations of the laser pulse energy deposition Figure 4: Comparison of Laser and ion beam test results for the

profile with depth. It is probable that the disparity between the HM628512 SRAM.
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VI. DDITIONAL ADVANTAGES REFERENCES

Precision control to facilitate placement of laser pulses [1] Pulsed Laser-Induced SEU in Integrated Circuits: A
delivered to the die has allowed the identification of the Practical Method For Hardness Assurance Testing, 
sensitive areas of the die. The laser pulses have been swept Buchner, K Kang, WJ Stapor, AB Campbell, AR Knudson,
over small regions of memory cells and peripheral logic to P McDonald and Rivet, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., Vol. 37,
investigate the susceptibility of different circuit functions. 1825-31, December 1990
Upsetting single memory cells has also enabled the mapping of [2] Critical Evaluation of the Pulsed Laser Method for Single
cells to address locations. Event Effects Testing and Fundamental Studies, JS

Melinger, S Buchner, D McMoffow, WJ Stapor TR
V11. CONCLUSIONS Weatherford and AB Campbell, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci.,

The use of a focused picosecond pulsed laser system under Vol. 41, 2574-84, December 1994
computer control to rapidly and efficiently generate SEE coss- 13] Correlation of Picosecond Laser-Induced Latchup and
section curves has been described. The system has been Energetic Particle-Induced Latchup in CMOS Test
automated to make screening of parts for use in an SEE Structures, SC Moss, SD LaLumondiere, JR Scarpulla, KP
environment fast, efficient and inexpensive. A comparison MacWilliams, WR Crain and R Koga, EEE Trans. Nucl.
between ion beam test results and laser test results has been Sci., Vol. 42,1948-56, December 1995
used to develop initial calibrations between laser energy and [4] Investigations of Single-event Upsets and Charge
LET. Collection in Micro-electronics Using Variable-Length

The approach of using an array of pulses covering a Laser-Generated Charge Tracks, JS Mellinger, D
selected die area provides a new solution in generating cross- McMorrow, S Buchner, AR Knudson, LH Tran and AB
section data quickly and cheaply. Campbell, RADECS 97 Proceedings, September 1997

Explanations for the congruencies and disparities between
ion and laser testing will be discussed in more detail in the
final paper in the light of graphical memory data analysis
techniques.
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